Games that we can play
Wedding and Engagement games
1

The Mr & Mrs Game

2
3

Garter Ceromony
Mix up

4

Music Quiz

5

The Longest Married dance

6

Guests Thoughts

Mr & Mrs type questions, 30 questions, great fun for the audiance
(Bride & Groom themselves or they can choose the couples)
Groom to remove the garter with no hands, music played while the game is on.
2 circles of people in opposite dirrections, music stops and they face each other
and introduce them selves and say:
Ladies first, name, 2 hobbies, 2 things they don't like. Then the Gents
The Grooms family and friends play against the Brides family and friends,
The DJ plays any of 6 quizes. Please ask for info
All married couples dance to a slow dance, DJ will ask all married less than 2 years to
leave the dance floor, then 10yrs and 15 yrs etc, untill the last married couple left.
During the buffett, the DJ presents to the audience, Post cards with sentences to finish,
also the audience is write their names on the cards so the Bride & Groom know who they are
from. Bride and Groom get to keep these at the end of the night. The DJ selects several and then
reads them out.
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Drinking Games
5
6
7
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Roxanne/red light
The Yard Of Ale Game
Thunderstruck
Various Music Quizes

By Police, Take a drink each time roxanne/ red light is sung
The fastest to drink a yard of ale
By AcDc, 2/4/6 people to drink from thunder to thunder in the song.
Devide the room to 2 groups, compete to name the tune
Get it wrong, take a drink.
Get it right and don't drink. DJ plays 30 sec of track.
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Couples to burst the ballons using no hands or feet.
Place a balloon between 2 people and they run a course. 3 couples or more.
Not allowed to drop it.
1-6 numbers are placed on the walls, choose a number to stand near,
the dice is rolled, if you are standing at the number thrown, you are out.
A pencil is tied to the waste and dangled down to the knees behind you,
first to drop the pencil into the standing beer bottle.
Stand as still as you can when the music stops. If you move, you are out.
Judge the best dancer of the crowd to 1-2 tracks of music.
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Childrens Games
9
10

Burst the balloon
Balloon run

11

The Dice Game

12

The beer bottle game

13
14

Musical Statues / Chairs
Dance off
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Fun Games
15

Roll a ball (couples)

16
17

Touch me
The Wooden spoon Game

18

I'm too sexy (couples)

19

Sexy Chick (couples)

20

Limbo

Using 2 ping pong balls, lady rolls up one trouser leg and down the other
trouser leg of the gent,
the gent up one sleeve and out of the other dress sleeve of the female.
Ladies/Gents are blindfoded, and have to guess thier partners hands.
Spoons tied with string and passed from one to another through clothing.
People in the line and equal lines made up in male, female, male, female format.
The gent is to dance in a sexy way to seronade the lady.
Audiance or Bride and Groom to be judges.
The lady is to dance eroticly towards the gent, Audiance or Bride & Groom to
be the judges.
DJ to play music and guststo limbo under a bar, (Limbo set provided)
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